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Recently, especially after the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku earthquake and the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, the need for treating residual risks and
cliff-edge effects in safety-critical facilities has been widely recognized as an extremely
important issue. In this article, the sophistication of seismic designs in safety-critical
facilities is discussed from the viewpoint of mitigating the consequences of accidents,
such as the avoidance of cliff-edge effects. For this purpose, the implementation of
a risk-informed defense-in-depth-based framework is proposed in this study. A basic
framework that utilizes diversity in the dynamic characteristics of items and also provides
additional seismic margin to items important for safety when needed is proposed to
prevent common cause failure and to avoid cliff-edge effects as far as practicable. The
proposed method is demonstrated to be effective using an example calculation.

Keywords: seismic design, risk, safety-critical facility, defense in depth, cliff-edge effects

INTRODUCTION

Natural hazards, including earthquakes, are considered to be one of several possible causes of
major accidents in safety-critical facilities such as nuclear power plants. Conventionally, it had been
required, when designing safety-critical facilities against earthquakes, that design ground motion
must be determined so that risks, e.g., to public health, associated with ground motion hazards
are negligible compared with those associated with accidents of internal origins (International
Atomic Energy Agency, 1988). It has been occasionally misunderstood that seismic safety of safety-
critical facilities can be achieved if design ground motion is set large enough so that seismic risks
can be sufficiently reduced. Recently, however, especially after the 2011 off the Pacific coast of
Tohoku earthquake and the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, the need for serious
consideration and treatment of residual risks has been widely recognized as an extremely important
issue. Although the accident was caused due to tsunami, it was also recognized that there exists a
room for discussion also for a framework of earthquake engineering.

A framework of performance-based seismic design (Structural Engineers Association of Cali-
fornia, 1995) is considered to be one of several reasonable approaches in the practice of seismic
design of engineering facilities. Within this framework, as shown in Figure 1, the levels of design
ground motion are specified so that several performance objectives are met, and these levels are
specified based on the potential severity of consequences when facilities suffer from damage.
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FIGURE 1 | Typical framework for performance-based seismic design
(Structural Engineers Association of California, 1995).

For safety-critical facilities, it is required to be operational even in
the case of very rare earthquakes, i.e., severe earthquakes, and a
near collapse state is not acceptable for any level of earthquake.
On the other hand, a near collapse state is acceptable for basic
facilities in the event of very rare earthquakes. What should be
emphasized here is that this framework does not imply that safety-
critical facilities do not require a mitigation strategy in dealing
with the consequences of failure to the extent where these facilities
are severely damaged to the point of collapse. Such a strategy,
nonetheless, is considered to be more important for safety-critical
facilities than for basic facilities.

In the field of nuclear safety, the “defense-in-depth” concept
is considered to be important when dealing with residual risks,
i.e., remaining risks after safety measures are introduced, and it
is the primary means to prevent and mitigate the consequences
of accidents (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1996, 2006).
For safety-critical facilities, the defense-in-depth concept is imple-
mented through a combination of consecutive and independent
levels of protection (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1996,
2006). The central feature of the defense in depth is the idea of
multiple levels of protection of public and workers (International
Atomic Energy Agency, 1996). Under seismic excitations, how-
ever, it is impossible and unrealistic to assume that each level
of protection for defense in depth is completely independent of
each other. This is because items corresponding to each level of
defense are simultaneously excited by earthquake ground motion
in space and time, and this could lead to simultaneous malfunc-
tion and/or damage that results in a common cause failure. If
items that are important in preventing accidents and mitigating
the consequences of accidents simultaneouslymalfunction and/or
suffer from damage, accidents with serious consequences could
occur. These kinds of effects in the event of accidents are also
known as cliff-edge effects (International Atomic Energy Agency,
2003, 2016a,b). The term “cliff-edge effects” implies a sudden
large variation in condition of the facilities in response to a small
variation in an input. It is triggered by simultaneous malfunction
of these items.

There appears to be, however, no widely accepted approach
in implementing the defense-in-depth concept over a wide range

of seismic excitations, because the concept of the defense in
depth was originally developed for accidents of internal origins.
Therefore, this article proposes a basic theoretical framework
with respect to seismic design of items important to safety based
on a risk-informed concept (United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 2012), so that the defense-in-depth concept can be
appropriately implemented for the seismic safety of safety-critical
facilities.

As mentioned earlier, multiple items in a facility are excited
and some of them are damaged by earthquake ground motions
simultaneously. Moreover, spatially distributed multiple facili-
ties suffer from damage simultaneously. These characteristics
should be taken into consideration when conducting seismic
risk assessment (Bazzurro and Cornell, 2002; Wang et al., 2009).
Ground motion modeling, which can be applied to such seismic
probabilistic risk assessment, has also been developed (Wang
and Takada, 2005; Baker and Jayaram, 2008). In this study, a
basic implementation method to deal with such characteristics
of groundmotions, called “risk-informed defense-in-depth-based
framework” (Miyano et al., 2015), is developed by using this risk-
based framework. The proposed method combines the concepts
of diversity and seismic margin for the framework to give a basic
insight on how multiple items closely located to each other can
be designed to cope with earthquakes by combining multiple
barriers.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK OF SEISMIC
DESIGN OF ITEMS IMPORTANT TO
SAFETY

Background and Assumption
Items important to safety can be simply categorized into items that
are important in preventing accidents and items that are important
in mitigating the consequences of accidents. Items important to
mitigating the consequences of accidents are required to function
only after the occurrence of an accident, which essentially means
that items important in preventing accident, in the first place,
are damaged and/or have malfunctioned. Conventional seismic
design procedures, however, do not usually distinguish between
the roles of these two items explicitly.

The strategy for items important for safety is considered to
be developed by combining diversity, physical separation, and
functional independence (International Atomic Energy Agency,
2016a). Implementation of physical separation and functional
independence is considered to be straightforward, while imple-
mentation of diversity to seismic excitation needs to be discussed
further. Therefore, implementation of diversity to seismic excita-
tion is discussed in this article. Diversity is provided by different
mechanisms to function. In the seismic design of facilities, diver-
sity is considered to be provided through differences in location
of items (such as a plan layout or elevation) and by different
dynamic characteristics between items (such as structural type,
natural period, and damping characteristics). Providing an addi-
tional seismicmargin, such as differentiation in classes of required
seismicmargins to each item based on its role, is anothermeans in
avoiding cliff-edge effects (International Atomic Energy Agency,
2016a). Typically, conservative parameters are introduced in the
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analysis of seismic design to deal with uncertainty, which are
based on engineering judgment, the results of structural anal-
ysis, etc. These conservative parameters result in conservative
designs. Quantification of such conservativeness is important to
discuss the performance of facility to ground motions greater
than the design ground motion (Budnitz et al., 1985; Haselton
et al., 2011). In this study, an appropriate combination of seismic
margin and diversity is discussed to implement the defense-in-
depth concept to seismic design for safety-critical facility based
on the risk-informed approach. A method to assign required
additional seismicmargins to each item is proposed depending on
the characteristics of diversity introduced. As mentioned earlier,
diversity is important to implement the defense-in-depth concept
under seismic excitations. It is, however, not always possible to
introduce it, because of the limitation due to the characteristics of
item. Additional seismic margin is considered to be effective as a
means of supplementing for such cases. Here, additional seismic
margin means that seismic margin is required in addition to the
seismic margin that is already introduced in the conventional
seismic design.

A Method to Identify the Most Probable
Source Characteristics and Associated
Ground Motion Parameters That May
Cause Accidents at Safety-Critical
Facilities
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and Ground
Motion Prediction Equation
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis is used to determine design
ground motion and to analyze seismic risk of facilities. An exam-
ple of the annual exceedance probability of design groundmotion
required for safety-critical facilities is usually ∼10−4 or smaller
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1997, 2007). Statistical equa-
tions, called groundmotion prediction equations, are convention-
ally used to predict ground motions. In all, 5% damped accel-
eration response spectra are conveniently used to characterize
a variety of frequency contents in different ground motions. A
groundmotion prediction equation for 5%damped spectral accel-
eration that is used in this study was initially developed for crustal
earthquakes in Japan (Itoi et al., 2015). The functional form of the
equation is as follows (Itoi et al., 2015):

log10SaGM(T) = a(T) + b(T)MW − c(T)X

− log10
(
X + d(T) · 100.5MW

)
− e(T)

(
log10VS30

)2 + f(T)log10VS30

+ g(T)log10 (max (min (Z1500, h(T)) , k(T)))

+ σINTER(T)EINTER(T) + σINTRA(T)EINTRA(T)
(1)

where Sa(T) is the 5% damped spectral acceleration at period
T. MW, X (km), VS30 (m/s), and Z1500 (m) are the moment
magnitude, the shortest distance from fault to site, the 30m
average shear wave velocity, and the depth to shear wave
velocity, which is equal to 1,500m/s, respectively. EINTER(T)

and EINTRA(T) are standard normal variables for inter-event
and intra-event residuals, respectively, while σINTER(T) and
σINTRA(T) are their corresponding standard deviations. a(T) to
k(T) are the coefficients obtained by the least-square regression.
The coefficients a(T) to k(T), σINTER(T), and σINTRA(T) obtained
based on the least-square regression are summarized in Table 1.
Period-to-period correlations for inter-event residuals ρINTER(TA,
TB) and intra-event residuals ρINTRA(TA, TB) are summarized in
Table 2. Correlation ofEINTER(T) andEINTRA(T) between different
periods T is important when the possibility of simultaneous
damage of multiple items, i.e., a common cause failure, is
discussed. The applicable range of the equation is 5.1≤MW ≤ 6.9,
X≤ 100 km, 110m/s≤VS30 ≤ 700m/s, and Z1500 ≤ 3,000m
(Itoi et al., 2015).

A Method to Identify the Most Probable Source
Characteristics
In this section, a framework is proposed to identify the most
probable source characteristics and ground motion parameters
that may result in accidents. The most probable source char-
acteristics and ground motion parameters are defined here as
the design point that can be obtained by the first-order reliabil-
ity method (FORM) (Rackwitz and Fiessler, 1978). The design
point is defined as the point with the highest probability density
in the domain of accident. The FORM (Rackwitz and Fiessler,
1978), probabilistic seismic hazard deaggregation (McGuire, 1995;
Takada et al., 2003), and the conditional mean spectrum (Baker,
2011) are used in the proposed framework.

A system that is considered for a simplified case is assumed to
contain two items (items A and B) that are located at the same
place. It is assumed that an accidental condition occurs if item A
fails. ItemB is then used tomitigate the consequences of the result-
ing accident. A fault tree representation of system failure defined
by an occurrence of an accident with serious consequences is
shown in Figure 2 using the priority-ANDgate. ItemA is assumed
to be a single-degree-of-freedom system that has a natural period
TA. The limit state function for failure of item A, GA, is defined as
follows:

GA = RA (TA) − SA (TA) (2)

where RA(TA) is the capacity of item A as a function of the 5%
damped spectral acceleration at T =TA and is assumed to have a
log-normal distribution. SA(TA) is the maximum seismic action
on item A, i.e., 5% damped spectral acceleration at T =TA. The
probability distribution of SA(TA) for a certain period of time,
which is 1 year in this case, is obtained using the probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis. Item A fails if GA is negative, while item
A survives if GA is positive. The most probable level of spectral
acceleration sA∗ for SA(TA) is obtained using FORM.

Then, the most probable earthquake source parameters and
ground motion parameters that may result in accidents are iden-
tified. Similar to Eq. 2, a limit state function GHA is defined as
follows:

GHA = log10sA
∗ − log10SCA (TA) (3)
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TABLE 1 | The coefficients for the ground motion prediction equation (Itoi et al., 2015).

T(s) a b c (×10−3) d (×10−3) e f g h k σINTER σINTRA

0.02 −8.202 0.5462 2.909 3.955 −1.508 7.226 – – – 0.2068 0.2446
0.04 −7.576 0.5154 3.218 4.631 −1.377 6.762 – – – 0.2197 0.2474
0.06 −7.076 0.4936 2.823 4.549 −1.267 6.376 – – – 0.2253 0.2639
0.11 −13.26 0.5285 2.428 3.851 −2.314 11.45 – – – 0.2195 0.2715
0.19 −14.40 0.5852 2.843 2.651 −2.644 12.60 – – – 0.2038 0.2795
0.32 −8.716 0.6585 3.213 1.982 −1.759 7.867 – – – 0.1948 0.2777
0.56 0.2375 0.7416 3.148 1.144 −0.263 0.116 0.1279 988.4 12.19 0.1926 0.2788
0.97 4.066 0.8234 3.728 1.238 0.512 −3.721 0.1909 968.8 7.664 0.1860 0.2718
1.7 0.6731 0.9358 4.644 2.493 0.193 −1.966 0.2135 – 9.785 0.1625 0.2501
2.9 0.4002 0.9731 3.809 3.421 0.380 −2.731 0.3573 – 100.9 0.1265 0.2257
5.0 −1.629 1.063 2.204 4.502 0.271 −2.028 0.3410 – 131.5 0.1047 0.2080

TABLE 2 | Period-to-period correlation for inter-event and intra-event residuals (Itoi et al., 2015).

T(s) 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.19 0.32 0.56 0.97 1.7 2.9 5.0

(A) Inter-event residuals ρρρINTER(T1, T2)

0.02 1 0.9928 0.9811 0.9877 0.9841 0.9284 0.8333 0.7689 0.7007 0.2367 0.0716
0.04 1 0.9942 0.9867 0.9655 0.8868 0.7917 0.7345 0.6742 0.2200 0.0614
0.06 1 0.9867 0.9509 0.8569 0.7563 0.6971 0.6368 0.2222 0.0632
0.11 1 0.9740 0.8930 0.7830 0.7141 0.6503 0.2380 0.0706
0.19 1 0.9490 0.8436 0.7681 0.6887 0.2653 0.1013
0.32 1 0.9326 0.8540 0.7520 0.2703 0.1276
0.56 1 0.9596 0.8677 0.3285 0.1944
0.97 Sym. 1 0.9303 0.4126 0.3179
1.7 1 0.5987 0.4917
2.9 1 0.8011
5.0 1

(B) Intra-event residuals ρρρINTRA(T1, T2)

0.02 1 0.9568 0.9022 0.8976 0.8048 0.6247 0.4673 0.3294 0.2541 0.2428 0.2865
0.04 1 0.9501 0.8570 0.7061 0.5133 0.3592 0.2294 0.1583 0.1555 0.1911
0.06 1 0.8362 0.6153 0.4158 0.2737 0.1524 0.0903 0.0990 0.1337
0.11 1 0.7007 0.4519 0.3054 0.1991 0.1458 0.1551 0.2050
0.19 1 0.7257 0.5306 0.3996 0.3188 0.2954 0.3372
0.32 1 0.7485 0.5702 0.4521 0.3779 0.3966
0.56 1 0.7764 0.6156 0.5218 0.4969
0.97 Sym. 1 0.7926 0.6457 0.5793
1.7 1 0.7920 0.6628
2.9 1 0.7956
5.0 1

where SCA(TA) is the ground motion given the earthquake occur-
rence. Based on Eq. 1, SCA(TA) is described as follows:
log10SCA (TA) = a (TA) + b (TA)MW − c (TA)X

− log10
(
X + d (TA) · 100.5MW

)
− e (TA)

(
log10vS30S

)2 + f (TA) log10vS30S
+ g (TA) log10(max (min (z1500S, h (TA)), k (TA)))

+ σINTER (TA) EINTER (TA)

+ σINTRA (TA) EINTRA (TA)
(4)

where MW, X, EINTER(TA), and EINTRA(TA) are random variables
representing the moment magnitude, the shortest distance from
fault to site, the standard normal variable for inter-event residual,
and the standard normal variable for intra-event residual, respec-
tively. νS30S and z1500S are VS30 and Z1500 at the location of the
system, respectively.

occurrence of an accident with 

serious consequences

Failure of 

item A

Failure of 

item B

FIGURE 2 | Fault tree representation of the system considered.

The most probable values for MW, X, EINTER(TA) and
EINTRA(TA), MW

∗, x∗, εINTER∗ (TA), and εINTRA∗ (TA)
are obtained given that SA (TA) = sA∗ using FORM. The
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methodology used is almost identical to that proposed by
Takada et al. (2003) and similar to that proposed by McGuire
(1995).

Item B is also assumed to be a single-degree-of-freedom system
with a natural periodTB, which can be different fromTA. Themost
probable earthquake source characteristics under which item B is
required to function is an earthquake of magnitude MW

∗, whose
shortest distance from fault to site is x∗. The most probable spec-
tral acceleration at period TA is sA∗, which is obtained from Eq. 3
using the abovementioned procedure. The most probable spectral
acceleration at period TB, s̄B∗ (TB|TA), given this condition, is
calculated as follows:

log10 s̄B
∗ (TB|TA) = a (TB) + b (TB)MW

∗ − c (TB) x∗

− log10
(
x∗ + d (TB) · 100.5MW

∗)
− e (TB)

(
log10VS30S

)2 + f (TB) log10VS30S

+ g (TB) log10(max (min (Z1500S, h(TB)), k(TB)))

+ σINTER (TB) ε̄INTER∗ (TB|TA)

+ σINTRA (TB) ε̄INTRA∗ (TB|TA)
(5)

where ε̄INTER∗ (TB|TA) and ε̄INTRA∗ (TB|TA) are the conditional
means of the bivariate normal distribution given εINTER∗ (TA) and
εINTRA∗ (TA), respectively, as follows:

ε̄INTER∗ (TB|TA) =
ρINTER (TA, TB) εINTER∗ (TA)√

1 − ρINTER(TA, TB)2
(6)

ε̄INTRA∗ (TB|TA) =
ρINTRA (TA, TB) εINTRA∗ (TA)√

1 − ρINTRA(TA, TB)2
(7)

This concept is identical to that of the conditional mean spec-
trum proposed by Baker (2011). As can be understood from
Eqs 6 and 7, ε̄INTER∗ (TB|TA) and ε̄INTRA∗ (TB|TA) respectively,
approach asymptotically to 0 as the difference between TA and
TB increases. This is because ρINTER(TA, TB) and ρINTRA(TA, TB)
approach 0 as the difference between TA and TB increases as
shown in Table 2.

Proposed Framework to Provide Additional
Seismic Margins to Items Important in
Mitigating the Consequences of Accidents
Item B should be designed based on a different concept from that
of itemA. It is because a role of itemB is different from that of item
A. Therefore, it has been proposed in this study that the seismic
margin mB(TB|TA), which is additionally required for item B, is a
function of the obtained spectral acceleration s̄B∗ (TB|TA) and is
given as follows:

mB (TB|TA) = max
(
1, s̄B∗ (TB|TA)

sBD (TB)

)
(8)

where SBD(TB) is the spectral acceleration at period TB for the
original seismic design obtained using the same concept as that

FIGURE 3 | Location of facility and the assumed area source. Size of
source: point source; depth of source: 10 km; range of magnitude (Mw):
5.05–6.95.

for item A. From Eq. 5, it can be found that the additional seismic
margin mB(TB|TA) is almost unity if the difference between TA
and TB is large enough. This is justified because diversity with
respect to dynamic characteristics, such as the natural period,
is expected to work effectively. (This will be discussed in the
next chapter.). On the other hand, a larger additional margin
mB(TB|TA) is required if TA and TB are close to each other, i.e., if
the diversity in the characteristics of items is not introduced in the
seismic design. The proposed method combines the information
on regional seismicity, the characteristics of ground motions, and
the vulnerability of the facility to determine the additional seismic
margin required for items that are important in mitigating the
consequences of accidents.

SEISMIC MARGIN REQUIRED FOR ITEMS
THAT ARE IMPORTANT IN MITIGATING
THE CONSEQUENCES OF ACCIDENTS
FOR AREA SOURCES

Simulation Conditions
An area source as shown in Figure 3 is used as an example.
Point sources are uniformly distributed within a radius of 100 km,
whereby their focal depth is 10 km. The facility is assumed to
be located on the ground surface above the center of the area
source. The probability distribution of the earthquake magnitude
is assumed to be in agreement with the Gutenberg–Richter law.
The cumulative distribution function for the magnitude FM(m) is
as follows:

FM (m) =
exp (−b · ln10 · m) − exp (−b · ln10 · mmin)

exp (−b · ln10 · mmax) − exp (−b · ln10 · mmin)
(9)

where mmax (6.95) and mmin (5.05) are the maximum and min-
imum magnitudes, respectively. b is assumed to be 0.9. These
values are typical for those used for earthquakes without specified
source faults in Japan. νS30S and z1500S of Eq. 5 are assumed to
be 700m/s and 100m, respectively. νS30S and z1500S are the 30m
average shear wave velocity and the depth to shear wave velocity,
which is equal to 1,500m/s at the site, respectively. Seismic hazard
curves and uniform hazard response spectra calculated at the
facility are shown in Figure 4. The design ground motion for a
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A

B

FIGURE 4 | Seismic hazard at the location of the facility. (A) T = 0.02 s
and T = 0.97 s and (B) uniform hazard spectra.

system is assumed to correspond to the exceedance probability of
10−4/year.

The facility is modeled as a system that contains two items,
items A and B, as is the case in Section “A Method to Identify
the Most Probable Source Characteristics.” The natural period of
item A, TA, is assumed to be 0.02 s. As for item B, three alternative
options (items B0, BS, and BT) are assumed as listed in Table 3. It
is assumed as an example that the logarithmic standard deviation
of the capacity of each item is 0.3, while the conditional proba-
bility of failure at the level of design ground motion is 0.01. The
most probable spectral acceleration and additional seismicmargin
required for items that are important in mitigating the conse-
quences of accidents (items BS and BT) are obtained based on the
proposed method as shown in Figure 5. Seismic fragility curves
that show the cumulative distribution function of the capacity
as a function of 5% spectral acceleration at the natural period,
assumed for items B0, BS, and BT, are shown in Figures 6A,B.

TABLE 3 | Three alternative options for item B.

Case 0
(item B0)

Natural period of item B is 0.02 s, which is identical to that of item A
Item B is designed for design ground motion corresponding to the
exceedance probability of 10−4/year

Case S
(item BS)

Natural period of item B is 0.02 s, which is identical to that of item A
Seismic margin is provided based on the proposed method (Eq. 8)

Case T
(item BT)

Natural period of item B is 0.97 s
Seismic margin is provided based on the proposed method (Eq. 8)

A

B

FIGURE 5 | Most probable acceleration response spectrum and the
required additional seismic margin required for items important in
mitigating the consequences of accidents. (A) Comparison between the
most probable acceleration response spectrum and uniform hazard spectra
and (B) required additional seismic margin.

The most probable source characteristics and the most probable
ground motion parameters that may cause accidents are shown
in Table 4. An additional seismic margin of 1.49 for item BS, as
compared to item B0, is obtained using Eq. 8 for this example,
whereas an additional seismic margin is not required for item BT.
If two items have the similar mechanism to resist seismic forces,
it is reasonable to assume that the capacities between them are
correlated. Therefore, for cases 0 and S, the correlation coefficient
ρ between the capacities of A andB is assumed to be 0, 0.3, and 0.6,
i.e., for items B0 and BS, where ρ = 0 for reference. Independence
between items A and BT is assumed for case T.

Monte Carlo simulations are conducted where the number of
samples for the simulation is 108. Samples of hypocenter andmag-
nitude of earthquakes, 5% damped acceleration response spectra,
and capacity of items are generated to calculate the fragility curve
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A

B

FIGURE 6 | Seismic fragility curves for items B0, BS, and BT. As a
function of 5% damped spectral acceleration at (A) 0.02 s (items B0, BS, and
BT) and (B) 0.97 s (item BT).

TABLE 4 | Most probable source characteristics and the most probable
ground motion parameters that may cause accidents.

sA
∗ (cm/s2) MW

∗ x* (km) εεεINTER∗(TA) εεεINTRA∗(TA)

824 6.47 15 0.283 0.396

for failure of the system, i.e., simultaneous malfunction of both
items.

Results and Discussions
Seismic fragility curves for item BT as a function of 5% damped
spectral acceleration at 0.02 s are estimated based on the simulated
samples using the maximum likelihood estimation (Shinozuka
et al., 2000), as shown in Figure 6A. The logarithmic standard
deviation obtained is 0.93, which includes the effects of uncertain-
ties in the shape of acceleration response spectra and the capacity
of the item.

Seismic fragility curves of the system representing the cumula-
tive distribution as a function of 5% damped spectral acceleration
at 0.02 s, for the occurrence of a simultaneous malfunction of two
items, are also obtained using themaximum likelihood estimation
(Shinozuka et al., 2000). These are shown in Figure 7. As for case
0, i.e., item B0, the median capacity of the system is 1.2 times

A

B

C

FIGURE 7 | Seismic fragility curves for occurrence of accident with
serious consequences. (A) Case 0, (B) Case S, and (C) Case T.

larger than that of item A when ρ = 0, while it is 1.1 times larger
when ρ = 0.6. The median capacity decreases as the correlation
coefficient ρ increases because of simultaneous damage of two
items.As for case Swhere an additional seismicmargin is provided
to itemB, themedian capacity of the system is 1.5 times larger than
that of item A when ρ = 0, 0.3, and 0.6. The difference between ρ
can be observed for ground motion <2,000 cm/s2. As for case T,
the case that the natural period of item B is elongated, the median
capacity of the system is 2.1 times larger than that of item A, while
the logarithmic standard deviation is 0.47, and this is larger than
those in case 0 (0.24–0.28) and case S (0.26–0.30). Case T is more
effective for larger ground motion levels as compared to cases 0
and S.
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TABLE 5 | Calculated failure probabilities for the system.

Case Failure probability of the
system (per year)

Ratio to failure probability
of item A

Item A (reference) 1.54×10−5 –

Case 0 6.91×10−6 (ρ = 0.0) 0.449 (ρ =0.0)
8.16×10−6 (ρ = 0.3) 0.530 (ρ =0.3)
9.86×10−6 (ρ = 0.6) 0.640 (ρ =0.6)

Case S 2.54×10−6 (ρ = 0.0) 0.165 (ρ =0.0)
2.91×10−6 (ρ = 0.3) 0.189 (ρ =0.3)
3.28×10−6 (ρ = 0.6) 0.213 (ρ =0.6)

Case T 2.08×10−6 0.135

The annual failure probability of the system is numerically
calculated to discuss the effectiveness of diversity in the natural
period of items and additional seismicmargins. The annual failure
probability of the system, Pfsys, is calculated as follows:

Pfsys =

∞∫
0

fS (s) FSys (s) ds (10)

where fs(s) is the probability density function of the annual max-
imum 5% damped spectral acceleration at 0.02 s, while FSys(s) is
the cumulative distribution function of the capacity of the system.

The results are tabulated in Table 5. For case 0, item B0 is
not so much effective to mitigate the consequences of accidents,
because the failure probability of the system does not decrease
<0.449–0.640 times as compared to that of item A. The failure
probability of the systemdecreases 0.165–0.213 times as compared
to that of itemA for case S, and it decreases 0.14 times as compared
to that of item A for case T. Both cases T and S are effective
in mitigating the consequences of accidents, while case 0 is not
because of the effects of common cause failure.

It still remains a room for discussion how this framework can be
applied to the design of actual safety-critical facility. One of typical
examples where the framework can be applied is the case when
an emergency operations facility is additionally constructed in the
vicinity of the facility. Whether a base-isolated structure is better
than an earthquake-resistant structure for the emergency oper-
ations facility should be discussed not only by the performance
of a single facility but also based on the performance of a group
of facilities. The proposed framework can be used to discuss the
latter case.

CONCLUSION

In this article, the sophistication of seismic design of safety-critical
facilities was discussed from the viewpoint of seismic design

of items that are important in mitigating the consequences of
accidents to avoid cliff-edge effects. The proposed approach is
considered to be related to an implementation of risk-informed
and performance-based defense in depth.

First, it was pointed out that a strategy in mitigating the
consequences of severe accidents to the point of near collapse
is more important for safety-critical facilities than for basic
facilities. Therefore, a basic framework for ensuring diversity
in dynamic characteristics of items and providing additional
seismic margin, such as a differentiation in classes of required
seismic margins to each item based on its role, was proposed.
This framework is meant to prevent a common cause failure
and to avoid cliff-edge effects based on a risk-informed systems
approach. The framework is proposed by utilizing the concepts
of the FORM, probabilistic seismic hazard deaggregation, and
the conditional mean spectrum. An appropriate combination of
seismic margin and diversity was discussed to implement the
defense-in-depth concept to seismic design based on the risk-
informed approach. An example was demonstrated to prove that
the proposed method was effective. The proposed method is
considered to be useful because a defense-in-depth concept can
be appropriately implemented under a wide range of seismic
excitations.

Further applicability of the proposed method should be
discussed using a more realistic system in future study. An
actual safety-critical facility is composed of a large number
of items and is much more complicated, although cases with
two items are investigated in this article as a simplified exam-
ple. Increasing the redundancy ensures higher level of safety,
while total cost increases, including initial and maintenance
costs. A framework of cost–benefit analysis should be devel-
oped to discuss how safe is safe enough. The effects of diver-
sity in location of items in addition to diversity in dynamic
characteristics are also needed to be discussed in the future
study.
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